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!!Contrarily!to!implementation!A,!in!implementation!B,!MNOs!only!share!aggregated!information!with!third!parties.!In!this!implementation,!every!MNO!will!provide!a!modified!version!of!the!mobility!matrices!developed!by![quantifying]!to!the!third!party.!Using!three!months!of!data,!every!MNO!will!assign!every!of!its!users!to!one!region.!This!region!will!be!the!user’s!home!location.!The!MNO!will!provide!the!third!party!with!a!regionVregion!matrix!containing!how!much!time!users!whose!home!is!in!region!i!have!been!spending!in!region!j.!For!example,!the!row!corresponding!to!region!i!will!look!like!the!following!matrix:!…! iV2! iV1! i! i+1! i+2! …!









































































































































































● Rules:!(i.e.,!What!are!the!relevant!laws!and!regulations,!other!enforceable!rules)!○ Are!there!existing!statutes,!contractual!agreements!or!other!commitments!associated!with!the!date.!i. Rules!about!retention,!!ii. Liability!for!breach?!iii. Accuracy?!iv. Others...!○ If!there!are!not!statutory!or!other!binding!rules,!how!would!the!principles!from!the!Consumer!Privacy!Bill!of!Rights!guide!the!development!of!rules?!i. INDIVIDUAL!CONTROL:!Consumers!have!a!right!to!exercise!control!
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!"data!collector"! Party!that!collects!the!“raw”!or!original!data!from!the!data!subjects!!"data!subject(s)"! A!person!(e.g.!a!patient,!student,!customer…)!or!group!of!people!(or!entity)!that!data!is!being!collected!from;!this!is!the!group!of!data!providers!or!participants.!!!Subjects!may!be!contributing!data!with!informed!consent!(e.g.!by!optingVin!to!research!study);!or!data!may!be!collected!inVdirectly!or!in!aggregate.!!Data!may!be!generated!by!!•!an!individual/consumer!!(e.g.!taking!an!online!class,!a!customer!at!a!bank)!•!the!interactions!of!a!group!of!individuals!(e.g.!peer!to!peer!interactions;!social!network!graphs)!•!combining/aggregating!data!over!a!group/population!of!subjects.!!!!"data!curator”!!(also:!controller,!provider!or!caretaker)!! Party!that!stores!and!manages!the!data!and!is!responsible!for!granting/controlling!access!to!the!data;!data!curator!is!often!the!stakeholder!that!requires!others!to!formally!submit!to!a!policy!(or!Data!Use!Agreement)!in!order!to!access!the!data.!!There!may!be!more!than!one!data!curator:!•! original!data!curator!•! thirdVparty!data!curators!!!!!"data!analyst"!!(also:!data!scientist)!! Party!doing!the!analytics!on!the!data;!may!use!many!different!types!of!tools,!software!etc!for!analysis,!exploration!and!visualization!(“relying!party”)!!"decision!maker"!!! The!stakeholder(s)!that!benefits!from!the!data;!a!decision!maker!that!ultimately!derives!new!insights!and!value!from!the!data!analysis;!this!stakeholder!will!ultimately!make!decisions!based!on!the!data!and!may!or!may!not!take!action!for!some!purpose.!!This!purpose!or!use!of!the!data!
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!Data!Stakeholder! Example!Type!of!Data! ! !All!click!stream!data!capturing!interactions!between!student!and!content,!including!when!watch!video/lessons,!quiz!answers,!text!from!discussion!forums,!etc.!!Use!of!videos!and!other!eVresources,!such!as!digitized!reference!material,!wikis,!and!forums.!!Assessment!behavior:!attempts,!correctness,!use!of!immediate!feedback.!!!!May!include!PII!(name,!email,!address)!depending!on!what!information!required!when!register!for!course.!SelfVreported!background,!pre!and!postVtest!surveys.!!Data!Subjects! Students!who!take!the!online!course,!complete!assignments!and!receive!credit!!Students!have!zero!or!little!access!to!their!data!beyond!official!grade/records!created!for!their!education!purposes!!Data!Platform!Provider! Cousera,!EdX,!Udacity,!Stanford!U,!etc.!!Content!Provider! Individual!Content!Providers!include!faculty,!teachers,!staff!who!provide!the!teaching!content!and!material!(videos,!lessons,!quizzes,!etc),!support!discussions,!interact!with!students!(the!data!subjects)!directly,!and!responsible!for!grading/credit!!Institutional!Content!Providers!include!institutions!and!organizations!that!are!behind!the!teaching!content!(i.e.!MIT,!Harvard,!or!an!individual!private!enterprise)!!Data!Collector! Data!Platform!Providers!and!Institutional!Content!Providers!!Data!Curator! Data!Platform!Providers!and!Institutional!Content!Providers!!Data!Scientist! Analysts!include!researchers,!their!students!(if!the!researchers!are!academics),!and!education!technologists.!Teaching!staff,!platform!providers,!and!
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institutional!content!providers!may!also!act!as!analysts.!!Decision!Maker! Typically!the!Data!Platform!Providers!and!Institutional!Content!Providers,!sometimes!the!Individual!Content!Providers!(i.e.!the!teachers)!!Data!Auditor!!(and!Compliance)! Government!!Data!Regulator! Government!–!FERPA!policies!!
!
!!

